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ABSTRACT 
For the task of tag-based item recommendations, the underlying 
tensor model faces several challenges such as high data sparsity 
and inferring latent factors effectively. To overcome the inherent 
sparsity issue of tensor models, we propose the graded-relevance 
interpretation scheme that leverages the tagging data effectively. 
Unlike the existing schemes, the graded-relevance scheme inter-
prets the tagging data richly, differentiates the non-observed tag-
ging data insightfully, and annotates each entry as one of the 
“relevant”, “likely relevant”, “irrelevant”, or “indecisive” labels. 
To infer the latent factors of tensor models correctly to produce 
the high quality recommendation, we develop a novel learning-to-
rank method, Go-Rank, that optimizes Graded Average Precision 
(GAP). Evaluating the proposed method on real-world datasets, 
we show that the proposed interpretation scheme produces a dens-
er tensor model by revealing “relevant” entries from the previous-
ly assumed “irrelevant” entries. Optimizing GAP as the ranking 
metric, the quality of the recommendations generated by Go-Rank 
is found superior against the benchmarking methods. 
Keywords 
Item recommendation, Tagging data, Graded-relevance scheme, 
Graded average precision 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In the websites that allow users to annotate items with tags, a 
ternary correlation is naturally formed. Over a period, the ternary 
data recording the users tagging activities can be accumulated that 
reflect the user profiles. This data includes complex relationships 
as users are allowed annotating the same item with different tags 
as well as annotating different items with the same tag. Analysis 
of this data enables discovering latent factors that govern the 
ternary correlations. A tag-based item recommendation system 
can utilize the captured correlation of tagging data and predict the 
list of items which may be of interest to a user. The success of 
such systems highly depends upon how those correlations are 
exploited [1].  
The multi-dimensional tagging data can naturally be modeled with 
a tensor model, and the latent correlations inherent in the data can 
be inferred [2-4]. However, generating recommendations using a 
tensor model is not a trivial task. It imposes several challenges 
including the following two that are the focus of this paper.  
Data sparsity. Each user uses and annotates only a small number 
of tags and items respectively. This means that only a few en-
tries are observed per user and, consequently, the tensor model 
becomes highly sparse [5-7]. The interpretation of tagging data 
is crucial in solving the sparsity problem in tensor models [5, 
8]. Given that tagging data holds records of existing entries, 
the observed entries can be interpreted in a straightforward 
manner from the data. In contrast, interpreting the non-
observed data is a non-trivial task. Currently, there exist two 
interpretation schemes. According to the boolean scheme, non-
observed entries are labelled as “0” and the observed entries 
are labelled as “1” [4]. According to the set-based scheme, 
non-observed entries are interpreted as a mixture of “irrele-
vant” and “indecisive” entries, whereas the observed or “rele-
vant” entries are given higher values than that of the “irrele-
vant” ones [5]. The “irrelevant” entries are entries that users do 
not like, while the “indecisive” are entries that users might like 
in the future, i.e. entries to be predicted by the recommender 
system. The boolean scheme certainly faces the sparsity prob-
lem as the non-observed data dominate a tensor model. The 
set-based scheme has shown to solve this problem; however, it 
over-generalizes the “irrelevant” entries. The scheme interprets 
that, on each observed ሺݑݏ݁ݎ, ݐܽ݃ሻ set, any items other than 
those appearing in observed entries are “irrelevant” [5]. We  
have recently shown that the set-based interpretation leads in-
accurate results and presented that the “irrelevant” entries 
should only be interpreted from items which have not been an-
notated by the user using any tags, on each observed 
ሺݑݏ݁ݎ, ݐܽ݃ሻ set  [8]. It is of critical importance that how such 
non-observed data entries, which should not simply be regard-
ed as “irrelevant” entries, be interpreted. Those entries are cer-
tainly not the “indecisive” entries as the items of the entries 
have already been selected by the user in the past and, for that 
reason, we are not interested to predict them in the future. An 
efficient interpretation scheme that can further differentiate the 
non-observed data and overcome the sparsity problem is in 
sighted. 
Learning from the latent factors. The task of a tag-based rec-
ommendation system is to generate the list of items, which 
may be of interest to a user, by learning the users’ tagging his-
tory. The recommended items are ordered in descending order 
based on the predicted preference score which reflects the 
preference level of a user in selecting an item based on a tag. 
The score is calculated from the latent factors that govern the 
tagging data ternary correlations. In practice, users show more 
interest to the fewer items at the top of the list rather than the 
ones further down [9] and, therefore, the order of items in the 
list is crucial. In this case, the recommendation task can be 
considered as a ranking problem and can be approached as 
“learning-to-rank” for generating a quality top-ܰ recommenda-
tion list [9-11]. For this reason, the latent factors of a tensor 
model can be learned so as to directly optimize ranking metric. 
The metrics such as Mean Average Precision (MAP) and Mean 
Reciprocal Rank (MRR) have been formulated to handle the 
binary relevance data [12, 13].  Unfortunately, these metrics 
are unsuitable for learning the latent factors of tensor model if 
the tagging data is interpreted as ordinal relevance data [10]. 
Though  the NDCG (Normalized Discount Cumulative Gain) 
metric can handle ordinal relevance data [10], it is unsuitable 
to handle graded data with “transitional” entries, as described 
in the previous challenge. An alternative metric that can handle 
the aforementioned graded data is required as the object of op-
timization for learning the latent factors of the tensor model. 
In this paper we address the above two challenges by proposing a 
graded-relevance interpretation scheme to effectively leverage the 
tagging data, and a novel learning-to-rank method that directly 
optimizes a graded evaluation metric to learn the latent factors of 
the tensor model. The proposed graded-relevance scheme inter-
prets the tagging data with four distinct entries, i.e. “relevant”, 
“likely relevant”, “irrelevant”, and “indecisive”. The scheme sets 
the entries of non-observed data, which are not “irrelevant”, as the 
transitional entries between the “relevant” and “irrelevant” entries. 
Each tagging data entry can then be graded with one of the ordinal 
relevance values of ሼ2,1,0, െ1ሽ. The learning-to-rank method, 
called as Go-Rank, generates an optimal list of recommended 
items from the Graded Average Precision (GAP) [14] perspective 
for all users. GAP works as the generalization of Average Preci-
sion (AP) for ordinal relevance data. Using GAP as the optimized 
ranking metric allows the learning model to set up thresholds so 
that the “likely relevant” entries can be regarded as either “rele-
vant” or “irrelevant” entries. Experimental results on real-world 
datasets show that Go-Rank outperforms state-of-the-art recom-
mendation methods in recommendation quality. It ascertains that 
the efficient interpretation scheme solves the sparsity problem and 
assists the “learning-to-rank” method, which directly optimizes 
GAP as the appropriate ranking metric, to produce high quality 
recommendation.  
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work on tag-based 
item recommendation system that leverages the tagging data as 
graded relevance data. Our contributions can be summarized as 
follows: (1) a novel graded-relevance interpretation scheme to 
leverage the tagging data, (2)  a novel tag-based item recommen-
dation method, Go-Rank, that directly optimizes a (smoothed) 
GAP for learning the latent factors of tensor model built with data 
labelled using the graded-relevance scheme. This is the first time 
GAP has been proposed to optimize a learning-to-rank model for 
recommendation method using tagging data as implicit feedback. 
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 
presents the related works. Section 3 describes the proposed grad-
ed-relevance scheme. Section 4 details the Go-Rank learning 
method. Section 5 presents the experimental results based on real 
world datasets. Section 6 concludes the paper. 
 
2. RELATED WORK 
Tensor models have been successfully used to represent and ana-
lyze the latent relationships inherent in three-dimensional tagging 
data [3, 4, 6, 15]. The tensor model, used as a predictor function, 
maps the ternary latent correlations inherent in tagging data to a 
predicted preference score. These scores can then be used in rank-
ing the recommendation items. The tensor based recommendation 
methods have shown improved results over the matrix based 
methods [4, 6]. The selection of tagging data interpretation 
scheme is crucial for tensor models as it determines how the user 
profiles are built based on the users past tagging histories. While 
the tagging data holds records of observed tagging entries, exist-
ing interpretation schemes vary in the way they interpret the non-
observed entries.  
The boolean scheme [4] simply labels the non-observed tagging 
entries as “0” and the observed ones as “1”. The tensor model 
built with data labelled using this scheme results in highly sparse 
model as the non-observed data usually dominate the tensor en-
tries. Moreover, this scheme overfits the mixed values that can be 
revealed from the non-observed entries, as using a one single 
value of “0” makes it difficult to predict the ranking list that might 
interest users in future [5]. The set-based scheme [5] was pro-
posed to tackle the problems of boolean scheme and has shown 
more accurate interpretation of the tagging data. This scheme 
interprets non-observed data as a mixture of “irrelevant” and 
“indecisive” entries. The “irrelevant” entries are entries that users 
do not like, while the “indecisive” are entries that users might like 
in the future, i.e. entries to be predicted by the recommendation 
system. In this scheme, the rules of labelling are typically assign-
ing higher values to the observed or “relevant” entries in compari-
son to “irrelevant” ones [5]. This scheme results in dense data. 
However, to generate quality recommendations, an efficient  
scheme is more important instead of just getting more entries [8].  
Our recent study has shown that the set-based scheme over-
generalizes the “irrelevant” entries [8] and can mislead the rec-
ommendation performance. According to this scheme, on each 
observed ሺݑݏ݁ݎ, ݐܽ݃ሻ set, any items other than those appearing in 
observed entries are labelled as “irrelevant” [5]. It disregards the 
fact that some of those items may have been annotated by the user 
using other tags. Principally, on each observed ሺݑݏ݁ݎ, ݐܽ݃ሻ set, 
only items, that have not been annotated by the user using any 
tags, should be interpreted as “irrelevant” [8, 16]. This opens up a 
new problem of how those entries of non-observed data, which 
should not simply be regarded as “irrelevant”, are interpreted. 
Those entries cannot be regarded as “indecisive” entries since 
items of the entries have already been selected by the user in the 
past and therefore we are not interested to predict them in the 
future. In this paper, we propose a novel graded-relevance 
scheme that sets those entries as the transitional entries between 
the “relevant” and “irrelevant” entries, and label them as “likely 
relevant”. As a result, our proposed interpretation scheme gener-
ates tagging data entries that are identical to explicit rating data. 
Several Information Retrieval researches have listed that users 
show more interest to the fewer items at the top of the list  than 
the ones further down the list [9]. This makes the “learning-to-
rank” approach suitable for generating a quality top-ܰ recom-
mendation list [9-11]. In a tensor recommendation model, the 
latent factors of the ternary correlations can be learned so as to 
directly optimize ranking metric. In the last few years, researchers 
have proposed the recommendation models optimized based on 
MAP [12] and MRR [13], but these models can only deal with 
binary relevance data. Since the tag-based recommendation sys-
tems use the ordinal relevance data, these models are not suitable.  
For ordinal relevance data, a well-known tag recommendation 
method is PITF [17]. The recommendation model is built by cre-
ating pairs of items as its focus is to get the ranking order within 
each items pair correctly, instead of getting the correct order of 
the entire items in recommendation list. The objective function is 
based on Area Under the ROC Curve (AUC) optimization that 
undesirably assigns equal penalty to all mistakes done in the rec-
ommendation list regardless of their positions, such as top or 
bottom [12]. PITF is based on the set-based scheme, consequently 
it overgeneralizes the “irrelevant” entries of the non-observed 
data. As a tag recommendation method, PITF generated the rec-
ommendations with two specified dimensions, i.e. user and item. 
In contrast, in our work, we generate item recommendations that 
are made with specified users only and, therefore, the item pre-
dicted preference scores must be calculated for the whole availa-
ble tags before being sorted as a list of top-ܰ recommendation.  
We have recently proposed a tag-based item recommendation 
method, Do-Rank [16], that implemented a more efficient version 
of the set-based scheme to interpret the tagging data and used 
Discount Cumulative Gain (DCG) as the learning model optimiza-
tion criterion.  However, given the characteristic of entries gener-
ated from the graded-relevance scheme proposed in this paper, a 
recommendation method will need an optimization criterion that 
allows the learning model to control when to regard the “likely 
relevant” entries as “relevant” or ‘irrelevant”. Consequently, Do-
Rank or using (N)DCG as the optimization criterion for learning 
model will be inappropriate.  
Researchers have proposed recommendation methods based on 
optimized NDCG [18] and GAP [19] by using rating data as the 
explicit feedback. Our problem is considerably different and diffi-
cult in comparison to those works due to the nature of ordinal 
rating data generated in our model. A recommendation method 
with explicit rating data builds its model by collecting the rating 
values given on each 〈ݑݏ݁ݎ, ݅ݐ݁݉〉 binary correlation. The list of 
recommendations is then generated from the ranked predicted 
preference scores inferred from the non-observed 〈ݑݏ݁ݎ, ݅ݐ݁݉〉 
correlations [18, 20]. In contrast, our model is built from the 
〈ݑݏ݁ݎ, ݅ݐ݁݉, ݐܽ݃〉 ternary correlations tagging data and the ordinal 
rating values are given on each ሺݑݏ݁ݎ, ݐܽ݃ሻ set. This means that 
there exist multiple rating values on each ሺݑݏ݁ݎ, ݐܽ݃ሻ set, instead 
of just one rating value like the one given for the explicit feedback 
data. Eventually, the recommendation list needs to be generated 
by ranking the predicted preference scores for all items, under all 
tags, which may be interest to a user.  
In this paper, we propose a novel learning-to-rank method that 
optimizes GAP for the case of ordinal relevance data of implicit 
feedback, called as Go-Rank, and generates a list of recommended 
items from the GAP perspective to all users. Using GAP in our 
model allows us to set thresholds in the learning model so that the 
“likely relevant” entries can be regarded as either “relevant” or 
“irrelevant” entries. 
 
3. LEVERAGING TAGGING DATA  
Tagging data consists of observed entries which form the ternary 
correlations between users, items, and tags. The observed entries 
can be labelled as “relevant” in which users have expressed their 
interest to items explicitly by annotating those items using tags. 
Let ܷ ൌ ൛ݑଵ, ݑଶ, ݑଷ, … , ݑொൟ be the set of ܳ users, ܫ ൌ
ሼ݅ଵ, ݅ଶ, ݅ଷ, … , ݅ோሽ be the set of ܴ items, and ܶ ൌ ሼݐଵ, ݐଶ, ݐଷ, … , ݐௌሽ be 
the set of ܵ tags. Tagging data can be denoted as ܣ ⊆ ܷ ൈ ܫ ൈ ܶ, 
where a vector of ሺݑ, ݅, ݐሻ ∈ ܣ represents the activity of user ݑ to 
annotate item ݅ using tag ݐ.  
 
The ternary correlation within tagging data can be naturally mod-
elled as a three-dimensional tensor of 	ࣳ ∈ Թொൈோൈௌ where each 
tensor entry, ݕ௨,௜,௧, is given a numerical value that represents the 
relevance grade of tagging activity. Each slice of the tensor repre-
sents a user matrix which contains the user tag usage for each 
item. The tensor ࣳ is then used as the ranking learning model.  
In this paper, we propose an extended set of possible tensor en-
tries and derive a corresponding optimization metric for learning 
the tensor model. In the remainder of this section, we first explain 
why previously proposed entry choices are not optimal (Section 
3.1) and present a new set of possible entries based on the idea 
that, on each observed ሺݑ, ݐሻ set, the entries of non-observed data 
cannot simply be regarded as “irrelevant” entries. The proposed 
graded-relevance interpretation scheme for generating the optimal 
tensor entries is one of the main contributions of this paper. 
 
3.1 Data Interpretation: Problem 
We present a tensor toy example of ࣳ ∈ Թଷൈସൈହ in Figure 1 
where ܷ ൌ ሼݑଵ, ݑଶ, ݑଷሽ, ܫ ൌ ሼ݅ଵ, ݅ଶ, ݅ଷ, ݅ସሽ and ܶ ൌ ሼݐଵ, ݐଶ, ݐଷ, ݐସ, ݐହሽ. The “+” symbols represent the observed 
entries of tagging data. For instance, the first slice in Figure 1 
shows that user ݑଵ has tagged item ݅ଶ with tag ݐଵ and ݐଷ. A typical 
tag-based item recommendation system interprets tagging data ܣ 
using the boolean scheme, as illustrated in Figure 2(a), to build 
the tensor learning model ࣳ. This scheme uses the following rules 
for interpreting the data: 
ݕ௨,௜,௧ ≔ ቄ1 	݂݅	ሺݑ, ݅, ݐሻ ∈ ܣ0 ݋ݐ݄݁ݎݓ݅ݏ݁    (1) 
Figure 2(a) reveals two shortcomings of boolean scheme: (1) the 
sparsity problem –  0 values dominate the data and (2) the overfit-
ting problem – all non-observed entries are denoted as 0, however, 
other values can be revealed from them [5]. The set-based scheme 
[5] can overcome these drawbacks. Using the set-based scheme, 
the non-observed entries can be differentiated as “irrelevant” and 
“indecisive” according to each observed ሺݑ, ݐሻ set. The rules of 
labelling are as follows: higher ordinal values are assigned to the 
observed or “relevant” entries and labelled with “1” value, where-
as “irrelevant” entries (i.e. users do not like) are labelled with “-1” 
value. The “0” value is used to label “indecisive” entries that can 
be predicted for generating recommendations. The set-based 
scheme uses the following rules:  
ݕ௨,௜,௧ ≔ ൝
1 	݂݅	ሺݑ, ݅, ݐሻ ∈ ܣ
െ1 ݂݅	ሺݑ, ݅, ݐሻ ∉ ܣ	ܽ݊݀	ሺݑ,∗, ݐሻ ∈ ܣ
0 ݋ݐ݄݁ݎݓ݅ݏ݁
  (2) 
 
Figure 1. A tensor toy example of observed entries  
 
 
(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 2: The entries of tensor ण ∈ Թ૜ൈ૝ൈ૞ generated from various interpretation schemes:  
(a) boolean, (b) set-based, and (c) graded-relevance 
 
 
Our previous study [8] has shown that the set-based scheme is 
incorrect as it over-generalizes the “irrelevant” entries and results 
in inferior recommendation performance. On each observed ሺݑ, ݐሻ 
set, the scheme interprets any items other than those appearing in 
observed entries as “irrelevant” entries [5] and disregards the fact 
that some of those items have been annotated by the user using 
other tags. Actually, only the items, on each observed ሺݑ, ݐሻ set, 
that have not been annotated by user ݑ using any tags should be 
interpreted as “irrelevant” entries [8]. Yet, how to interpret the 
entries of non-observed data that should not simply be regarded as 
“irrelevant” remains unsolved. 
We use the entries of User 1  ሺݑଵሻ in Figure 1 to better explain the 
issue. Using the set-based scheme as illustrated in Figure 2(b), we 
can list the observed and non-observed entries based on each 
ሺݑ, ݐሻ set of the user. The observed entries show that there exist 
ሺݑଵ, ݐଵሻ, ሺݑଵ, ݐଷሻ, and ሺݑଵ, ݐସሻ sets that have been used to annotate ሼ݅ଶሽ, ሼ݅ଶሽ, and ሼ݅ଷሽ, respectively. These observed entries are re-
garded as “relevant” entries while all non-observed entries of non-
existed set, i.e. ሺݑଵ, ݐଶሻ and ሺݑଵ, ݐହሻ on any items can easily be 
interpreted as “indecisive” entries. The problem becomes apparent 
when the “irrelevant” entries are to be interpreted. It can be seen 
that on all sets, both ݅ଵ and ݅ସ have never been annotated by ݑଵ 
using any other tags, and therefore it makes sense to assume that 
the entries of ሺݑଵ, ݐଵሻ, ሺݑଵ, ݐଷሻ, and ሺݑଵ, ݐସሻ with ሼ݅ଵ, ݅ସሽ are “irrel-
evant”. However, the entries of  ݅ଷ with ሺݑଵ, ݐଵሻ and ሺݑଵ, ݐଷሻ 
should not simply be interpreted as “irrelevant” as ݅ଷ occurs as 
“relevant” on ሺݑଵ, ݐସሻ. Similarly, ݅ଶ is “relevant” on ሺݑଵ, ݐଵሻ and ሺݑଵ, ݐଷሻ, and therefore ሺݑଵ, ݐସሻ with ݅ଶ cannot be “irrelevant”. 
Simply labelling those entries as “irrelevant” is improper and can 
result in inferior recommendation performance [8]. It can be noted 
that those entries definitely cannot be labelled “indecisive” as we 
do not want to predict them in the future. 
3.2 Graded-Relevance Scheme 
We propose the graded-relevance interpretation scheme to effec-
tively leverage the tagging data for building the tensor ranking 
learning model ࣳ. Following the general rule, the observed entries 
are regarded as “relevant”, indicating that users have shown their 
interest to the entries. From the observed entries, we extract the 
list of distinct items that have been annotated by user ݑ using any 
tags. This list, denotes as ܥ୳, is defined as follows: 
ܥ௨ ൌ ሼ݅|ሺݑ, ݅,∗ሻ ∈ ܣሽ   (3) 
The item set ܥ௨ assists in distinguishing the non-observed data 
that do not belong to either the “irrelevant” or the “indecisive” 
category. On each observed ሺݑ, ݐሻ set, the entries which items 
have been annotated using other tags are labelled as “likely rele-
vant” entries. As a result, the graded-relevance scheme insightful-
ly differentiates the non-observed data and exposes them as a 
mixture of three entries: (1) “likely relevant” entries – user is 
probably interested to the entries, yet it is not explicitly revealed, 
(2) “irrelevant” entries – user is not interested with the entries, and 
(3) “indecisive” entries – user might be interested to the entries in 
the future. The “likely relevant” entries are revealed as entries 
that, even though they do not occur in the observed set, the items 
of the entries have actually been annotated by the user using other 
tags. 
Having the four possible distinct values for each entry, we assign 
the entries with an ordinal value which is graded from the highest 
to the lowest ones, i.e. “relevant”, “likely relevant”, “indecisive”, 
and “irrelevant”. As illustrated in Figure 2(c), the graded-
relevance scheme can generate entries labelled with ሼ2,1,0,െ1ሽ 
for the tensor model and make it comparable to explicit rating 
data. The graded-relevance scheme uses the following rules: 
ݕ௨,௜,௧ ≔ ൞
2 	݂݅	ሺݑ, ݅, ݐሻ ∈ ܣ
1 ݂݅	ሺݑ, ݅, ݐሻ 	∉ ܣ	ܽ݊݀	݅ ∈ ܥ௨	ܽ݊݀	ሺݑ,∗, ݐሻ ∈ ܣ
െ1 ݂݅	ሺݑ, ݅, ݐሻ 	 ∉ ܣ	ܽ݊݀	݅ ∈ ܫ\ܥ௨ܽ݊݀	ሺݑ,∗, ݐሻ ∈ ܣ
0 ݋ݐ݄݁ݎݓ݅ݏ݁
    (4) 
At the next stage, for learning the latent factors of the tensor mod-
el, we propose optimizing the ranking metric that can appropriate-
ly handle the ordinal relevance of tensor entries generated from 
the graded-relevance scheme.  
 
4. LEARNING-TO-RANK WITH TENSOR 
MODEL 
We first describe the tensor-based recommendation model in 
general and then present in detail how the tensor model can be 
learned by optimizing the GAP ranking metric. 
4.1 Tensor-based Recommendation Model 
The latent ternary correlation 〈ݑݏ݁ݎ, ݅ݐ݁݉, ݐܽ݃〉 can be inferred 
after factorizing the tensor model in which entries are populated 
by implementing the proposed graded-relevance scheme to inter-
pret the tagging data. In this paper, we use CP [2] as the factors 
model as well as the predictor function. CP is a well-known fac-
torization technique that has shown to be less expensive in both 
memory and time consumption as compared to another popular 
factorization technique of Tucker [2].  
 
Figure 3. The CP factorization model for third-order tensor 
As illustrated in Figure 3, CP factorizes a third-order tensor 
ࣳ ∈ Թொൈோൈௌ into three latent factor matrices ෡ܷ ∈ Թொൈி, 	ܫመ ∈
Թோൈி, ෠ܶ ∈ Թௌൈி and a diagonal core tensor ࣝ ∈ Թிൈிൈி, where 
ܨ is the column size of the corresponding latent factor matrices. 
These latent factor matrices are used in calculating the predicted 
score that reflects the preference level of a user in choosing an 
item for a tag. The predicted preference score is calculated as: 
ݕො௨,௜,௧ ∶ൌ ∑ ݑො௨,௙ ∙ ଓ௜̂,௙ ∙ ̂ݐ௧,௙ி௙ୀଵ ൌ ൳ ෡ܷ௨, ܫመ௜, ෠ܶ௧൷  (5) 
Assuming that users show interest to a few top recommended 
items only [9], the factorized tensor model can be optimized with 
respect to the ranking metric during the learning procedure in 
order to generate quality item recommendations to users by ex-
ploiting their tag usage. 
4.2 Learning to Rank with Tensor Model 
The development of Go-Rank, the second main contributions of 
this paper, is presented in this section. Go-Rank directly optimizes 
the appropriate ranking metric for learning the latent factors of 
tensor model built with entries labelled using the graded-
relevance scheme. 
4.2.1 Optimization Criterion 
The unique characteristic of the generated tensor entries, detailed 
in Section 3.2, requires an optimization criterion that allows the 
learning model to control when to regard the “likely relevant” 
entries as “relevant” or ‘irrelevant”. We propose to use Graded 
Average Precision (GAP) as the ranking metric to optimize the 
latent factors of tensor model. GAP is the generalization of Aver-
age Precision (AP) metric for ordinal relevance data [14]. Using 
GAP as the optimized ranking metric allows us to set up thresh-
olds in the learning model so that the “likely relevant” entries can 
be regarded as either “relevant” or “irrelevant” entries. The task of 
recommendation can now be formulated as recommend an opti-
mal (from the GAP perspective) items list to users using the latent 
factor matrices of tensor model. Based on the original definition 
of GAP [14], the score for a user ݑ under tag ݐ is formulated as: 
ܩܣ ௨ܲ,௧ ∶ൌ
∑ ∑ ∑ ௚ೖॴ൫௬ೠ,೔,೟ஹଵ൯ॴ൫௬ೠ,ೕ,೟ஹఓೖ൯
ॴቀೝೠ,ೕ,೟ರೝೠ,೔,೟ቁ
ೝೠ,೔,೟ೕಯ೔
೎ೖసభ೔∈಺
∑ ௡ೠ,೗,೟೎೗సభ ∑ ௚ೖ೗ೖసభ   (6) 
where ܿ ൌ ݉ܽݔ൫ݕݑ,݅,ݐ൯ and ݕ௨,௜,௧ is the relevance label assigned 
from the ordinal relevance set of ሼ2,1,0,െ1ሽ obtained from the 
initial tensor model. The ݎ௨,௜,୲ is the ranking position of item ݅ for 
user ݑ with tag ݐ and, is approximated using ݕො௨,௜,௧ (which is calcu-
lated from the latent factor matrices using Equation (5)). The 
݃௞	denotes the threshold probability that the user sets as a thresh-
old of relevance at grade ߤ௞, i.e. regarding the entries with grades 
equal or larger than ߤ௞ as “relevant” and the others as “irrele-
vant”. In other words, ݃௞	 and ߤ௞ are the parameters that control 
whether the “likely relevant” entries should be regarded as “rele-
vant” or ‘irrelevant”. It is to be noted that the probability values 
must be exclusive and exhaustive probabilities [14]:  
∑ ݃௞௖௞ୀଵ ൌ 1    (7) 
The ॴሺ∙ሻ is the indicator function which is equal to 1 if the condi-
tion is satisfied, and 0 otherwise. The ݊௨,௟,௧ is number of items 
labelled with grade ݈ by user ݑ using tag ݐ. The GAP score for all 
users under all tags can be defined as: 
ܩܣܲ ∶ൌ ଵொௌ ∑ ∑
∑ ∑ ∑ ఉ೒೤
ॴቀೝೠ,ೕ,೟ರೝೠ,೔,೟ቁ
ೝೠ,೔,೟ೕಯ೔
೎ೖసభ೔∈಺
∑ ௡ೠ,೗,೟೎೗సభ ∑ ௚ೖ೗ೖసభ௧∈்௨∈௎     (8) 
Notice that for notational convenience, we perform the following 
substitution: 
ߚ௚௬ ൌ ݃௞ॴ൫ݕ௨,௜,௧ ൒ 1൯ॴ൫ݕ௨,௝,௧ ൒ ߤ௞൯   (9) 
The list of recommended items is generated for user ݑ by ranking 
all the items in descending order of the computed preference 
scores over all items under all tags. 
4.2.2 Ranking Smoothing 
From Equation (8), we can see that GAP is dependent to the rank-
ing positions of items in the recommendation list as it is reliant on 
the values of ॴ൫ݎ௨,௝,௧ ൑ ݎ௨,௜,௧൯ and ݎ௨,௜,௧. Given that the ranking 
positions are determined via the predicted relevance scores calcu-
lated based on the model parameters (i.e. latent factor matrices), 
the GAP function becomes unsmooth. This condition makes it 
difficult to apply the standard optimization methods which require 
smoothness in the objective function, such as the gradient based 
approaches, in the learning procedure [10, 21]. We tackle this 
problem by implementing the smoothing function  [10]  to the 
ranking position with respect to the model parameters as follows: 
ॴ൫ݎ௨,௝,௧ ൑ ݎ௨,௜,௧൯ ൎ ߪሺ∆ݕොሻ    (10) 
ݎ௨,௜,௧ ൎ 1 ൅ ∑ ߪሺ∆ݕොሻ௝ஷ௜     (11) 
where ߪ is the logistic function ߪሺݔሻ ൌ ଵଵା௘షೣ and ∆ݕො ൌ ݕො௨,௜,௧ െݕො௨,௝,௧. Substituting Equations (10) and (11) to Equation (8), we 
obtain the smoothed approximation of GAP: 
ݏܩܣܲ ∶ൌ ଵொௌ ∑ ∑
∑ ∑ ∑ ఉ೒೤ ഑ሺ∆೤ෝሻభశ∑ ഑ሺ∆೤ෝሻೕಯ೔ೕಯ೔
೎ೖసభ೔∈಺
∑ ௡ೠ,೗,೟೎೗సభ ∑ ௚ೖ೗ೖసభ௧∈்௨∈௎    (12) 
The resultant objective function with ߣ௵ as regularization coeffi-
cient corresponds to ߪ௵ for avoiding overfitting is formulated as: 
ܮሺ߆ሻ ∶ൌ ଵொௌ ∑ ∑
∑ ∑ ∑ ఉ೒೤ ഑ሺ∆೤ෝሻభశ∑ ഑ሺ∆೤ෝሻೕಯ೔ೕಯ೔
೎ೖసభ೔∈಺
∑ ௡ೠ,೗,೟೎೗సభ ∑ ௚ೖ೗ೖసభ௧∈்௨∈௎ െ ߣ௵‖߆‖ி
ଶ   (13) 
4.2.3 Learning Algorithm 
We present the algorithm to optimize model parameters ߆ of ∆ݕො 
formulated in Equation (13). We use gradient descent to minimize 
the objective function. We do not consider ܳܵ and 
∑ ݊௨,௟,௧௖௟ୀଵ ∑ ݃௞௟௞ୀଵ  coefficients as they have no influence on the 
optimization. Given a case ሺݑ, ݅, ݆, ݐሻ with respect to model pa-
rameters ൛ ෡ܷ௨, ܫመ௜, ܫመ௝, ෠ܶ௧ൟ, the gradient of ݏܩܣܲ	can be computed as: 
డ௅
డఏ ൌ
డ
డఏ ൬∑ ∑
∑ ∑ ∑ ఉ೒೤ఙሺ∆௬ොሻೕಯ೔೎ೖసభ೔∈಺
ଵା∑ ఙሺ∆௬ොሻೕಯ೔௧∈்௨∈௎ ൰ െ ߣఏߠ   (14) 
 
By replacing ߪሺ߂ݕොሻ as ߜ, for notational convenience, the deriva-
tion formulation can be rewritten as: 
డ௅
డఏ ൌ ∑ ∑
∑ ∑ ∑ ቈቆ ങങഇ൫ఉ೒೤ఋ൯ቇቀଵା∑ ఋೕಯ೔ ቁ቉ିቈ൫ఉ೒೤ఋ൯ቆ
ങ
ങഇቀଵା∑ ఋೕಯ೔ ቁቇ቉ೕಯ೔೎ೖసభ೔∈಺
ቂଵା∑ ఋೕಯ೔ ቃ
మ೟∈೅ೠ∈ೆ െ ߣఏߠ   (15) 
The resulted gradient of ݏܩܣܲ is obtained as: 
డ௅
డఏ ൌ ∑ ∑
∑ ∑ ∑ ఉ೒೤ቀቂሺିఋାఋమሻ൫ଵା∑ ఋೕಯ೔ ൯ ങങഇ௱௬ොቃିቂఋቀ∑ ሺିఋାఋమሻೕಯ೔
ങ
ങഇ௱௬ොቁቃቁೕಯ೔೎ೖసభ೔∈಺
ൣଵା∑ ఋೕಯ೔ ൧మ೟∈೅ೠ∈ೆ
െ ߣఏߠ (16) 
Since ߚ௚௬ is determined by ॴ൫ݕ௨,௜,௧ ൒ 1൯ॴ൫ݕ௨,௝,௧ ൒ ߤ௞൯, it ensures 
that the entries must not be “irrelevant”,  the grade of entries must 
be at least equal to the threshold ߤ௞, and, most importantly, users 
are not using the whole available tags. Knowing this, we can 
implement a sparsity-aware approach to make the learning algo-
rithm more efficient and faster. Instead of calculating ݏܩܣܲ for 
the entire item set across all tags, we can optimize ݏܩܣܲ only 
across tags that have been used by user u, ௨ܸ ൌ ሼݐ|ሺݑ,∗, ݐሻ ∈ ܣሽ	, 
for items which entries are labelled as “relevant” or “likely rele-
vant” for the user, i.e. ܼ௨ ൌ ൛݅|ݕ௨,௜,௧ ൌ 2 ∪ ݕ௨,௜,௧ ൌ 1ൟ. Other 
entries are not necessary to be included since their values are 
always less than any threshold graded values of ߤ, which means 
that ॴ൫ݕ௨,௝,௧ ൒ ߤ௞൯ will always be 0. As a result, the gradient of 
ݏܩܣܲ given a case ሺݑ, ݅, ݆, ݐሻ with respect to the model parameter,  
൛ ෡ܷ௨, ܫመ௜, ܫመ௝, ෠ܶ௧ൟ, becomes: 
డ௅
డఏ ൌ ∑ ∑
∑ ∑ ∑ ఉ೒೤ቀቂሺିఋାఋమሻ൫ଵା∑ ఋೕಯ೔ ൯ ങങഇ௱௬ොቃିቂఋቀ∑ ሺିఋାఋమሻೕಯ೔
ങ
ങഇ௱௬ොቁቃቁೕಯ೔೎ೖసభ೔∈ܼݑ
ൣଵା∑ ఋೕಯ೔ ൧మ೟∈ܸݑೠ∈ೆ
െ ߣఏߠ  (17) 
 
1: Algorithm: Go-Rank Learning 
2: Input : Training set ܦ௧௥௔௜௡ 	⊆ ܷ ൈ ܫ ൈ ܶ, threshold probability ݃ ∈ ሼ ଵ݃, ݃ଶሽ, threshold grade ߤ ∈ ሼߤଵ, ߤଶሽ, learning 
rate	ߙ, factor matrix column size ܨ, regularization ߣ, 
maximal iteration ݅ݐ݁ݎܯܽݔ 
3: Output: Learned factor matrices ෡ܷ, 	ܫመ, 	 ෠ܶ  
4: ܳ ൌ |ܷ| ,	ܴ ൌ |ܫ| ,	ܵ ൌ |ܶ| , ࣳ ∈ Թொൈோൈௌ, ݕ௨,௜,௧ ∈ ሼ2,1,0,െ1ሽ 
5: Populate ࣳ using Equation (4) 
6: ܿ ൌ ݉ܽݔ൫ݕ௨,௜,௧൯  
7: ܼ௨ ൌ ൛݅|ݕ௨,௜,௧ ൌ 2 ∪ ݕ௨,௜,௧ ൌ 1ൟ  
8: ௨ܸ ൌ ሼݐ|ሺݑ,∗, ݐሻ ∈ ܣሽ  
9: Initialize ෡ܷሺ଴ሻ ∈ Թொൈி, ܫመሺ଴ሻ ∈ Թோൈி, ෠ܶ ሺ଴ሻ ∈ Թௌൈி, ݄ ൌ 0 
10: repeat 
11: for ݑ ∈ ܷ do 
12: ෡ܷ௨ ⟵ ෡ܷ௨ ൅ ߙ డ௅డ௎෡ೠ  based on Equation (17) 
13: for ݐ ∈ ܶ do 
14: ෠ܶ௧ ⟵ ෠ܶ௧ ൅ ߙ డ௅డ ෠்೟  based on Equation (17) 
15: for  ݑ ∈ ܷ do 
16: for ݐ ∈ ௨ܸ do 
17: for ݅ ∈ ܼ௨ do 
18: for ݇ ← 1 to ܿ do 
19: for ݆ ് ݅ do 
20: ܫመ௜ ⟵ ܫመ௜ ൅ ߙ డ௅డூመ೔   based on Equation (17) 
21: ܫመ௝ ⟵ ܫመ௝ ൅ ߙ డ௅డூመೕ  based on Equation (17) 
22: ൅൅ ݄  
23: until ݄ ൒ ݅ݐ݁ݎܯܽݔ 
Figure 4. Go-Rank Learning Algorithm  
 
To apply the ݏܩܣܲ optimization, we only have to compute the 
gradient of డడఏ ߂ݕො. The gradients for the model based on its param-
eters are: డ௱௬ොడ௎෡ೠ ൌ ൫ܫመ௜⨀ ෠ܶ௧ െ ܫመ௝⨀ ෠ܶ௧൯, 
డ௱௬ො
డூመ೔ ൌ ൫ ෡ܷ௨⨀ ෠ܶ௧൯, 
డ௱௬ො
డூመೕ ൌ
െ൫ ෡ܷ௨⨀ ෠ܶ௧൯, డ௱௬ොడ ෠்೟ ൌ ൫ ෡ܷ௨⨀ܫመ௜ െ ෡ܷ௨⨀ܫመ௝൯, where ⨀ denotes element-
wise product. The Go-Rank learning algorithm is outlined in Fig-
ure 4. 
4.2.4 Complexity Analysis and Convergence 
We analyze the complexity of learning process for a single itera-
tion. Complexity of the initial Go-Rank function (Equation 12) is 
ܱ൫ܨሺܳ ൅ ܵ ൅ ܴܳܵܿଶሻ൯ where ܿ ൌ ݉ܽݔ൫ݕݑ,݅,ݐ൯ . Given that 
ࣳ ∈ Թொൈோൈௌ, the total number of possible entries of the tensor 
model, i.e. the sum of “relevant”, “likely relevant”, irrelevant” and 
“indecisive” entries, is calculated as |ܻ| ൌ ܴܳܵ. Since |ܻ| ≫
ܳ, ܵ, ܴ, ܨ, ܿ, the overall complexity of Go-Rank in one iteration 
can be regarded as |ܻ|. In other words, it is linear to the total 
number of possible entries of tensor model.  
After the implementation of the proposed sparsity-aware approach 
for making the learning process to run efficiently and faster, com-
plexity of the Go-Rank function (as summarized in Figure 4), 
becomes ܱ൫ܨሺܳ ൅ ܵ ൅ ܳݒ෤	ܿ ෤݊ଶሻ൯ where ݒ෤ and n෤  denote the aver-
age number of ௨ܸ and ܼ௨ respectively. Since ݒ෤ ≪ ܵ and ෤݊ ≪ ܴ, 
the Go-Rank complexity now becomes ห ෨ܻห, i.e. the sum of “rele-
vant” and “likely relevant” entries of the tensor model, where 
ห ෨ܻ ห ≪ |ܻ|. 
 
5. EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS 
We use the MovieLens and LastFM datasets to evalaute the pro-
posed graded-relevance interpretation scheme of tagging data and 
the proposed tag-based item recommendation method Go-Rank.  
These two datasets have been commonly used in recommendation 
techniques evaluation. MovieLens is obtained from the 
GroupLens Research Group corpus (http://ww.grouplens.org) and 
is an extension of MovieLens10M dataset published, while the 
LastFM corpus is retrieved from the Last.fm online music system 
(http://www.last.fm/) [22]. The MovieLens dataset consists of 
47,957 observed entries from 2,113 users, 5,908 movies/items, 
and 9,079 tags. The LastFM dataset consists of 186,479 observed 
entries from 1,892 users, 12,523 artists/items, and 9,749 tags.  
In this paper, we implemented a variety of ݌-cores to eliminate the 
noise and decrease sparsity [4]. Moreover, it avoids the non-stable 
results that tend to occur when only one choice of core size is 
used in experiments [23]. The ݌-core technique [24] is imple-
mented by selecting users, items, and tags that have occurred in at 
least  ݌ number posts. Post is the set of distinct user-item sets in 
the observed tagging data. In the experiments, we investigated the 
variety of ݌ for each dataset, i.e. 15-core and 20-core sets for the 
MovieLens dataset, and 50-core and 55-core sets for the LastFM 
dataset. It is to be noted that, the bigger the ݌-core is, the less 
sparse the commonly resulted set. Table 1 shows that, for the 
MovieLens dataset, the density of “relevant” entries of the 15-core 
is more sparse than that of the 20-core, i.e. 0.0283 ൏ 0.0284. 
However, implementing ݌-core technique on the LastFM dataset 
results into conflicting behavior as Table 1 shows that the density 
of “relevant” entries of the 50-core is less sparse than that of the 
55-core, i.e. 0.2465 ൐ 0.1479.  
 
Each core of each dataset was randomly divided, using 5-fold 
cross validation, into a training set ܦ௧௥௔௜௡ (80%) and a test set ܦ௧௘௦௧	ሺ20%) based on the number of posts data. The ܦ௧௥௔௜௡ and ܦ௧௘௦௧ do not overlap in posts, i.e., there exist no triplets for a user-
item combination in the training set if a triplet ሺݑ, ݅,∗ሻ is present in 
the test set. The recommendation task is to predict and rank the 
top-ܰ items for the users present in ܦ௧௘௦௧. The performance is 
measured using AP and NDCG, and reported over the average 
values. 
Following the initialization approach proposed for a ranking mod-
el [20], we randomly initialized the factor matrices of our model. 
For a tensor-based method, a latent factor matrix with size be-
tween 10-64 is usually acceptable for generating quality recom-
mendation [5, 12, 13, 17, 19, 25]. Here, we set the size of latent 
factor matrix ܨ ൌ 32 for Go-Rank and other tensor-based bench-
marking methods.  In order to empirically tune the other parame-
ters in Go-Rank, we used all the observed entries available in 
ܦ௧௥௔௜௡ of each dataset. The best performances were achieved 
using the following values: learning rate ߙ ൌ 0.01 and regulariza-
tion ߣ ൌ 1݁ି଴ହ. 
 
5.1 Impact of Graded-Relevance Scheme 
We first examine the impact of graded-relevance scheme on 
tensor density. We compare the density of tensor entries resulted 
from the graded-relevance scheme with those of the boolean and 
set-based schemes as listed in Table 1. The statistics are reported, 
as the average density over all 5-fold ܦ௧௥௔௜௡, on each dataset.  
Table 1 shows that the proposed graded-relevance interpretation 
scheme is able to generate more dense data representation than the 
boolean scheme, concurring with previous outcome [5], as well as 
the set-based scheme. Results show that the density of “indeci-
sive” entries on both the graded-relevance and set-based schemes 
are same. However, as previously explained in Section 3.2, the 
graded-relevance scheme breaks down the “irrelevant” entries of 
set-based scheme into “likely relevant” and “irrelevant” entries.  
From Table 1, we can also see that, compared to the very low 
number of “relevant” entries, the graded-relevance scheme re-
vealed significant number of “likely relevant” entries. In this case, 
by using the threshold probability [14], as shown in the following 
section, portion of these entries can then be possibly regarded as 
“relevant” entries. Additionally, the comparison between the 
numbers of “irrelevant” entries of the graded-relevant scheme to 
those of the set-based scheme is also worthwhile to observe. We 
can see that only a small amount of the “irrelevant” entries of set-
based scheme are revealed as “likely relevant” entries using the 
graded-relevance scheme.  
 
5.2 Impact of Probability Values 
This experiment is conducted to examine how “relevant” is the 
“likely relevant” data. The probabilities values, ݃ ∈ ሼ݃ଵ, ݃ଶሽ 
where ݃ଵ ൅ 	݃ଶ ൌ 1,	are the probabilities that regulate whether the 
“likely relevant” entries should be regarded as “relevant” or “ir-
relevant”. We used ݃ଵ and ݃ଶ to determine the percentage of 
considering the “likely relevant” entries as “relevant” and ‘irrele-
vant” respectively. For example, ݃ଵ ൌ 0.1 indicates that 10% of 
“likely relevant” entries will be considered as “relevant” and the 
other 90% of those will be considered as “irrelevant”. We experi-
mented with a total grid of probability values between 0 and 1 
with an interval of 0.1, resulting 
݃ଵ ∈ ሼ0.0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1.0ሽ. Figure 5 and 
Figure 6 show the results as the average values over all 5-fold 
ܦ௧௥௔௜௡, on each dataset. It is to be noted that the threshold of re-
garding the “likely relevant” entries as either “relevant” or ‘irrele-
vant” entries is fixed as ߤ ∈ ሼ2,1ሽ, following the grades of the 
“relevant” and “likely relevant” entries formulated in Equation 
(4). In this case, depending on which threshold value is used, 
ݕ௨,௝,௧ ൒ ߤ will determine the entries as “relevant” and the others 
as “irrelevant”.  
For the MovieLens dataset, Figure 5(a) and Figure 5(b) present 
the impact of probability values on 15-core and 20-core sets, 
respectively. The results show that not all of the “likely relevant” 
entries are “irrelevant”. For example, in Figure 5(a) and Figure 
5(b), the highest AP@5 are achieved when ݃ଵ ൌ 0.2 and ݃ଵ ൌ 0.3 
for the 15-core and 20-core sets, respectively. This means that, a 
total of 20% or 30% of the “likely relevant” entries are actually 
found “relevant”. 
 
Interpre-
tation 
Scheme 
Entries 
Density (%) 
MovieLens LastFM 
15-
core 
20-
core 
50-
core 
55-
core 
boolean Relevant 
Irrel./ Indecisive
0.0283 
99.9717 
0.0284 
99.9716 
0.2465 
99.7535 
0.1479 
99.8521 
set-based Relevant 
Irrelevant 
Indecisive 
0.0283 
2.0969 
97.8748 
0.0284 
2.4147 
97.5569 
0.2465 
4.5894 
95.1641 
0.1479 
4.8249 
95.0272 
graded-
relevance 
Relevant 
Likely Relevant 
Irrelevant 
Indecisive 
0.0283 
0.2493 
1.8477 
97.8748 
0.0284 
0.3729 
2.0418 
97.5569 
0.2465 
0.6984 
3.8911 
95.1641 
0.1479 
0.7917 
4.0332 
95.0272 
Table 1. The comparison of tensor entries densities generated 
from various interpretation schemes: boolean, set-based, and 
graded-relevance 
(a) (b) 
Figure 5. Impact of probability values on the MovieLens da-
taset: (a) 15-core and (b) 20-core sets 
(a) (b) 
Figure 6. Impact of probability values on the LastFM dataset: 
(a) 50-core and (b) 55-core sets 
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For the LastFM dataset, Figure 6(a) and Figure 6(b) present the 
impact of probability values on 50-core and 55-core sets, respec-
tively. Complementing the results on the MovieLens dataset, 
those of the LastFM dataset also show that not all of the “likely 
relevant” entries are “irrelevant”. For example, in Figure 6(a) and 
Figure 6(b), the highest AP@5 is achieved when ݃ଵ ൌ 0.2 and ݃ଵ ൌ 0.3 for the 50-core and 55-core sets, respectively. Hence, a 
total of 20% or 30% of the “likely relevant” entries of the sets can 
be regarded as “relevant”.  
All of these results establish that, on each observed ሺݑ, ݐሻ set, any 
items other than those appearing in the observed entries should 
not simply be regarded as “irrelevant” since some of them have 
been annotated by the user using other tags. In this case, the grad-
ed-relevance scheme is an efficient scheme as it sets the “transi-
tional” entries as distinct entries positioned between the “relevant” 
and “irrelevant” entries.  
 
5.3 Effectiveness of the Learning Algorithm 
We examine the effectiveness of Go-Rank learning algorithm in 
terms of its learning time and convergence. We show the effec-
tiveness of Go-Rank in Figure 7 using the MovieLens 20-core set. 
Implementation on other datasets gives similar results.  
To investigate the impact of optimizing ݏܩܣܲ using the fast learn-
ing approach (Equation (17)), we measure the running time for 
learning the model on a single iteration at different scales, i.e. 
10% to 100% of one of the ܦ௧௥௔௜௡ resulted from the 5-fold cross 
validation split. Figure 7(a) shows that the fast learning approach 
time is extremely faster compared to that of the original learning 
model (Equation (16)). Figure 7(b) shows the evalution of AP@5 
across iterations on the training and test sets. On both sets, AP 
score gradually increases along the iterations and converge after a 
few number of iterations. These results demonstrate that Go-Rank 
effectively optimizes GAP. 
 
(a) (b) 
Figure 7. Effectiveness of Go-Rank: (a) Scalability and (b) 
Convergence 
5.4 Performance Comparison 
In this paper, we used the following benchmarking methods to be 
compared with the performance of the proposed Go-Rank method 
in terms of recommendation quality: 
 PITF [17] is the pair-wise tensor model that was originally 
developed for tag recommendations. The method imple-
ments set-based scheme, to build pair-wise ranking on each 
user-item set, and AUC-based optimization.  We have 
adapted the method to generate item recommendations 
based on the ሺݑݏ݁ݎ, ݐܽ݃ሻ sets. Note that the size of latent 
factor matrix is set as ܨ ൌ 32, the same as the setting for the 
proposed Go-Rank method. The other parameters are empir-
ically tuned as ߙ ൌ 0.01 and  ߣ ൌ 5݁ି଴ହ. 
 CP-TRPR [3] is the probabilistic ranking tensor-based 
method that implements boolean scheme and ranks the pre-
dicted preference scores by utilizing users past collaborative 
tagging data via probabilistic ranking approach. The ranking 
process is a subsequent stage following the tensor model 
learning process. The size of latent factor matrix is set as 
ܨ ൌ 32, and the other parameters are empirically tuned as 
t݋݈݁ݎܽ݊ܿ݁ ൌ 1݁ି଴ସ, ߣ ൌ 0 and  ݒ݋ܿ_ݏ݅ݖ݁ ൌ 20. 
 HOSVD-Max (MAX) [4] is the conventional tensor-based 
method that implements boolean scheme and directly ranks 
the list of recommendations based on the maximum values 
of the predicted preferences scores. The size of latent factor 
matrix is set as ܨ ൌ 32, and the other parameters are empir-
ically tuned as t݋݈݁ݎܽ݊ܿ݁ ൌ 1݁ି଴ସ and  ߣ ൌ 0. 
 Graded-HOSVD-Max (Graded-MAX) is the modification 
of the HOSVD-Max [4]. In this case, instead of using the 
boolean scheme, we implement our proposed graded-
relevance scheme for building the tensor model. 
 CTS [1] is the state-of-the-art matrix-based method that im-
plements boolean scheme and ranks the recommendations 
by using the users past tagging activities in forming users’ 
likelihood. The empirically tuned parameters are 
ܾ݊݁݅݃݋ݎ݄݋݋݀_ݏ݅ݖ݁ ൌ 50 and ݉݋݈݀݁_ݏ݅ݖ݁ ൌ 50. 
 
Table 2 and Table 3 show the performance comparison between 
the proposed Go-Rank with the benchmarking methods on the 
Movielens and LastFM datasets, respectively. Based on those 
results, we obtain the following three observations. 
 
 
 
Methods 
15-core (Score in %) 20-core (Score in %) 
NDCG@1 NDCG@5 NDCG@10 AP@1 AP@5 AP@10 NDCG@1 NDCG@5 NDCG@10 AP@1 AP@5 AP@10
PITF 5.07 4.28 3.99 5.07 8.44 9.23 6.87 6.09 5.67 6.87 12.13 13.20 
CP-TRPR 9.74 7.01 5.85 9.74 13.55 14.35 11.85 8.91 7.34 11.85 17.19 17.63 
MAX 9.43 7.05 5.81 9.43 13.36 13.83 12.77 8.89 7.42 12.77 16.94 17.44 
Graded-MAX 4.44 3.77 3.30 4.44 7.81 8.38 6.06 5.18 4.64 6.06 10.97 11.71 
CTS 9.70 7.00 5.80 9.70 13.49 14.10 11.74 8.99 7.57 11.74 16.70 17.18 
Go-Rank 8.70 7.61 6.79 8.70 13.58 14.76 12.58 8.60 7.66 12.58 17.42 17.74 
Table 2. NDCG and AP at top-ࡺ position on MovieLens dataset 
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Methods 
50-core (Score in %) 55-core (Score in %) 
NDCG@1 NDCG@5 NDCG@10 AP@1 AP@5 AP@10 NDCG@1 NDCG@5 NDCG@10 AP@1 AP@5 AP@10
PITF 12.30 10.91 9.76 12.30 20.52 21.42 13.86 11.77 10.75 13.86 21.98 22.63 
CP-TRPR 15.12 13.63 12.26 15.12 24.02 24.26 18.82 15.65 13.77 18.82 27.55 27.10 
MAX 17.44 14.29 12.51 17.44 24.90 24.27 17.21 14.84 13.02 17.21 25.35 25.25 
Graded-MAX 15.69 12.52 10.66 15.69 22.75 22.22 13.65 11.27 9.57 13.65 20.76 20.88 
CTS 12.20 10.73 9.58 12.20 19.33 19.84 15.80 13.45 11.74 15.80 24.22 23.88 
Go-Rank 18.92 15.60 13.56 18.92 27.69 27.37 18.83 15.79 13.85 18.83 28.36 27.79 
Table 3. NDCG and AP at top-ࡺ position on LastFM dataset 
 
First, the proposed Go-Rank outperforms all of benchmarking 
methods in terms of NDCG and AP (at most top-ܰ positions) on 
both datasets. Note that, in contrast to AP, the higher the top-ܰ 
position, the less the NDCG score is. The results confirm that Go-
Rank is an effective approach for learning the tensor model built 
with data labelled using the proposed graded-relevance interpreta-
tion scheme. In this case, the GAP optimization of Go-Rank al-
lows us to set up thresholds in the learning model so that the 
“likely relevant” entries can be regarded as either “relevant” or 
“irrelevant” entries. Previously described in Section 5.2, portion 
of “likely relevant” entries are found “relevant” that consequently 
assists Go-Rank to produce high quality recommendation. On the 
other hand, optimizing inappropriate objective function on a ten-
sor model, built with data labelled using the graded-relevance 
scheme, results in inferior recommendation quality. This can be 
seen by comparing the results of Graded-MAX with those of 
MAX. It is to be noted that the objective function of both the 
Graded-MAX and MAX is minimizing the Mean Square Error 
(MSE), which is more suitable for solving a classification problem 
[3]. Their difference is in the interpretation scheme implemented 
for building the tensor model. Graded-MAX results a poorer rec-
ommendation quality compared to MAX, despite the fact that it 
implemented the graded-relevance scheme to build the tensor 
model, since it simply used the generated data as it is. In this case, 
Graded-MAX disregards the constraint that the “likely relevant” 
entries should be further regarded as either “relevant” or “irrele-
vant” in order to effectively learn the tensor model. 
Second, we can see that the Go-Rank outperforms PITF. It is to be 
noted that both methods implements the non-boolean interpreta-
tion schemes to build the tensor models, i.e. Go-Rank uses the 
graded-relevance scheme while PITF uses the set-based schemes. 
Go-Rank attains great improvement over PITF, in both NDCG 
and AP, for two main reasons. Go-Rank build the learning model 
as a list-wise ranking model, i.e. aiming to get the order of all lists 
correctly. Whereas PITF builds the learning model as a pair-wise 
ranking model, which means that it attempts to get the correct 
ranking order within each pair only. Moreover, Go-Rank enhances 
the top-ܰ recommendation performance by optimizing the top-
biased measure GAP, i.e. the generalization of AP for ordinal 
relevance data. While PITF implements the equal-penalty measure 
AUC [12]. On the other hand, we can also see the outperformance 
of CP-TRPR over PITF, despite the fact that the former imple-
ments the boolean scheme to generate the tensor entries. The 
reason for this is because CP-TRPR implements a subsequent 
stage, the probabilistic ranking approach, following the MSE-
based optimization learning process [3], for generating the rec-
ommendations. In this case, the second stage of the method prob-
abilistically re-ranks the list of candidate items for each user, 
generated from the learned latent factors, as a list-wise ranking 
model in order to get the correct order of recommendations. Addi-
tionally, we also notice that CTS underperforms Go-Rank, espe-
cially on the LastFM dataset. This result indicates that projecting 
the ternary correlations of tagging data into two-dimensional 
model is impacting recommendation quality [4]. 
Third, by relating Table 1 with Table 2 and Table 3, we can see 
that the “relevant” tensor entries density, resulted from variety of 
݌-cores on the same dataset, is impacting the Go-Rank perfor-
mance improvement over other benchmarking methods. In this 
case, the less sparse the density is, the higher the performance 
improvement achieved, and vice versa. For example, the im-
provement comparison of Go-Rank over CP-TRPR can be ob-
served as follows. As on the MovieLens dataset, the density of 15-
core (i.e. 0.0283) is more sparse than that of the 20-core (i.e. 
0.0284), the improvement of the former (e.g. ܣܲ@5 ൌ 0.22%) is 
lower than that of the latter (e.g. ܣܲ@5 ൌ 1.34%). On the other 
hand, on the LastFM dataset, the density of 50-core (i.e. 0.2465) 
is less sparse than that of the 55-core (i.e. 0.1479), therefore the 
improvement of the former (e.g. ܣܲ@5 ൌ 15.28%) is higher than 
that of the latter (e.g. ܣܲ@5 ൌ 2.94%). This result indicates that 
the graded-relevance scheme succeed to optimally generate en-
tries from the observed tagging data for building the tensor model 
and to accommodate the GAP-based learning algorithm. 
 
6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
We have presented Go-Rank, a novel top-ܰ tag-based item rec-
ommendation method that implements the proposed tagging data 
graded-relevance interpretation scheme and directly optimizes the 
(smoothed) GAP for generating ordered list of items that might 
interest the users. For improving the scalability of GoRank, we 
developed and implemented a fast learning approach that apply 
optimization only across tags that have been used by the user, and 
items of “relevant” and “likely relevant” entries. Experimental 
results on real-world datasets confirm that the graded-relevance is 
an efficient scheme as it leverages the tagging data more effec-
tively. It establishes that, on each observed ሺݑ, ݐሻ set, any items 
other than those appearing in observed entries should not simply 
be all regarded as “irrelevant” entries, as considered in previous 
schemes. 
Empirical analysis shows that Go-Rank is scalable and outper-
forms all benchmarking methods on the AP and NDCG measures. 
All of these ascertain that implementing the graded-relevance 
scheme and optimizing GAP for building the learning model 
improve the recommendation performance. For the future work, 
we would like to investigate the potential of implementing the 
graded-relevance scheme for optimizing other ranking metrics to 
generate tag-based item recommendations. 
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